About Deliberative Polling®
In southwestern Pennsylvania
http://caae.phil.cmu.edu/caae/dp/index.html

In the nation
http://cdd.stanford.edu/

Articles on E-Reserve
Access the following journal articles online:
1. Go to cameo.library.cmu.edu
2. Click Course Reserves
3. Enter “Vroom, James”
4. Click Instructor

“Effects of Grading Leniency and Low Workload on Students’ Evaluations of Teaching: Popular Myth, Bias, Validity, or Innocent Bystanders?” (2000)
Journal of Educational Psychology 92 (1), 202-228.

“Grading Leniency is a Removable Contaminant of Student Ratings” (1997)
American Psychologist 52, 1209-1217.

“Half a Minute: Predicting Teacher Evaluations from Thin Slices of Nonverbal Behavior and Physical Attractiveness” (1992)
Journal of Personality & Social Psychology 64, 431-441.

“How’m I doing? Problems with Student Ratings of Instructors and Courses” (1997)
Change 29 (5), 13-23.

“Navigating Student Ratings of Instruction” (1997)
American Psychologist 52 (11), 1198-1208.


Other Resources
Agger, Michael.
“The Hottest Professor on Campus: What happens when students rate their teachers online” (Slate, November 17, 2005)
http://www.slate.com/id/2130586

Agger discusses a national online ratings site:
http://www.ratemyprofessors.com

Ambrose, Susan and Joel Smith.
Carnegie Mellon University: Pittsburgh

Celento, David.
“FCEs Truly an Annoyance, Perhaps a Menace” (2004)
Published in FOCUS 33, 4-5 (April 2004);
on microfilm (Hunt-3)

Churchill, Louise.
“Professor Goodgrade” (Chronicle of Higher Education, February 24, 2006)

Eberly Center for Teaching Excellence
“Faculty Course Evaluations: FAQs”
Carnegie Mellon University: Pittsburgh
http://www.cmu.edu/fce/students/faqs.html

Glymour, Clark.
“Why the university should abolish faculty course evaluations”
DRAFT (November 2003) online:

Published in FOCUS 33, 3 (Winter 2004);
on microfilm (Hunt-3)

Romonovich, Kristen.
“Students Evaluate Evaluations”
Published in FOCUS 33, 3 (Winter 2004);
on microfilm (Hunt-3)

University Archives
The University Archives (Hunt-2) has original materials relating to FCEs and Carnegie Mellon history.

Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 1 pm-5 pm
Tuesday, Thursday: 9 am-1 pm or by appointment, 412-268-5021

Books
Selected from the University Libraries catalog,
cameo.library.cmu.edu

Hunt-OVRSZQ-2 378.74886 F34C
Evaluating Faculty Performance (2002)
Jossey-Bass: San Francisco
Hunt-2 378.73 N532 NO. 114 2002

Faculty Performance Appraisal (1990)
Center for Research in Accounting Education, School of Accounting, James Madison University: Harrisonburg, VA
Hunt-2 378.12 F1433

The Innovative University (2004)
Hunt-2 378.74886 I58

Online Student Ratings of Instruction (2003)
Jossey-Bass: San Francisco
Hunt-2 371.102 O58

Reflective Faculty Evaluation: Enhancing Teaching and Determining Faculty Effectiveness (1993)
Jossey-Bass: San Francisco
Hunt-2 378.12 C39R 1

Campus Conversations are sponsored by
The Coro Center for Civic Leadership
Carnegie Mellon University Libraries
Southwestern Pennsylvania Program for Deliberative Democracy

Resource Guide

Campus Conversations
A Deliberative Poll® on Faculty Course Evaluations and the methods of delivering them

3rd in a series of Deliberative Polls at Carnegie Mellon
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